
 
Fortune Teller Game 

 
 

 
First of all you need to create the assets. You will need: 

• A fortune teller – this can be a gypsy, animal or object 
• A crystal ball  
• A table or object for the ball to sit on 
• The best way to make the crystal ball is to draw a circle. 
• Name the circle cystalball_mc. 
• Check that the ball has gone into the library. 
• Put all your assets on separate layers and at this stage they should all have one 

keyframe. 
• Make a layer called actions and put a  stop(); 

 
When you have completed the rest of your assets you will then place the following 
code on the invisible button.  

• Give the crystal ball the instance name of crystalball_mc in the properties 
menu. 

 
Type the following code 
 
cystalball_mc.onRelease = function(){ 
responses = new Array(); 
responses.push("Yes"); 



responses.push("No"); 
responses.push("Ask again later"); 
responses.push("It is certain"); 
responses.push("Doubtful"); 
responses.push("Probably"); 
responses.push("I know what you want for Xmas babe!"); 
responses.push("Of course not"); 
responses.push("Have a happy new year"); 
responses.push("Hello young child, do you want a candy cane?"); 
responses.push("ask santa, I'm only an elf!"); 
responses.push("Watch out, Santa's coming"); 
//get number of responses 
n = responses. length; 
//pick random response 
r = Int(Math.random()*n); 
//place response in text area 
fortune = responses[r]; 
//start animation 
gotoAndPlay(2) 
} 
 
Create a new layer and call it text box 
Go to frame 11 and create a keyframe  
Make a dynamic text box. 
Give the text box the variable name of fortune 
Place the text box anywhere you want the text to appear 
Put a keyframe on both the crystal ball layer and the text box layer so that it plays to 
around frame 30 before it returns to the start. 
On the actions layer put in a blank keyframe at frame 11 and place the following code 
in the frame 
gotoAndPlay(11); 
 
Test your movie. 
 

 



